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Abstract Business process management plays an important
role in the management of organizations. More and more
organizations describe their operations as business processes.
It is common for organizations to have collections of thou-
sands of business processes, but for reasons of confidentiality
these collections are often not, or only partially, available
to researchers. On the other hand, research on techniques
for managing process model collections, such as techniques
for process retrieval, requires large collections for evalua-
tion purposes. Therefore, this paper proposes a technique to
generate such collections of process models, based on the
properties of real-world collections. Where existing tech-
niques focus on the structure of the process models, the
technique proposed in this paper also generates task labels
that consists of words from real-life task labels and considers
semantic information of node and edge types. We evaluate
our technique by applying it to generate two synthetic col-
lections of process models of over 60,000 and over 2,000
models, respectively. We show that the generated synthetic
collections have similar properties to the original collections.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique that
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can generate synthetic BPMN models, thus enabling exper-
imentation with process collections that have laboratory-set
quantitative parameters and qualitative properties that are
based on real-world process model collections.

Keywords Synthetic process models · Process model
generation · Process model similarity

1 Introduction

Nowadays, business process management technologies are
developing quickly in both academia and industry [8]. As
a result, it is common to see collections of hundreds or
even thousands of business process models. For exam-
ple, the SAP reference model consists of 604 business
process models [6], and the information department of
China Mobile Communication Corporation (CMCC) main-
tains more than 8000 processes [9]. To manage such large
numbers of process models efficiently, business process
model repositories are required [16,29]. Such repositories
provide techniques for storage management [17], search-
ing a collection for processes that are similar to a given
process [10,12,13,30], querying a collection to find mod-
els with certain properties [22,31], identifying differences
between process models [18,26,27,33], and refactoring a
collection of process models [7].

The evaluation of such techniques requires that they are
applied to large collections of real-life business process mod-
els. However, these models are the property of companies
and are usually not made publicly available for reasons of
confidentiality. Consequently, it is difficult for researchers to
obtain a large amount of real-life process models to evalu-
ate their techniques. To solve the disconnection between the
availability of large collections of models from practice and
the necessity to have such collections for evaluation purposes,
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Fig. 1 A collection of business
process models and the
corresponding process graphs
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All node shave the type ‘task’, except for the parallel gateway in graph 4.
All edges have the type ‘sequence flow’.

related areas of research often resort to the generation of syn-
thetic collections of models. For example, in the graph data-
base area, synthetic graph generation techniques exist [14].

Therefore, this paper proposes a technique that generates
large collections of process models with real-world proper-
ties. The properties that are considered for model generation
include the size of the process models, the frequency of the
occurrence of common workflow patterns (sequences, splits,
joins, and loops), the words in the labels, the size of the
labels, the co-occurrence of words, and the types of nodes
and edges. The steps that are proposed for generating process
models are as follows. First, the properties of the process
models are extracted from a given collection. Second, labels
and workflow patterns are generated based on the extracted
properties. Third, a new synthetic model is generated by
repeatedly inserting a (generated) pattern, until the size of
the synthetic model reaches a preselected number. Finally,
the types of the nodes and the edges (e.g., intermediate event
and manual task) are assigned.

Against this background, the rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. After presenting preliminaries in Sects. 2,
3 explains how properties are extracted from a given process
model collection. Sections 4 and 5 present algorithms to
generate synthetic process models and the experiments to
evaluate the algorithms, respectively. Section 7 presents the
conclusions.

2 Business process graph

We define our technique on (business) process graphs.1 A
process graph is a graph-based representation of a process

1 The definition of process graph is extended compared to the definition
in [32] to capture node and edge types (μ and ν).

model. The benefit of using process graphs is twofold. First,
it provides an easy formalism to work with. While the actual
BPMN metamodel [21] is quite complex with many syntac-
tical elements, process graphs are more compact; the core
concepts are ‘node’ and ‘edge,’ and variations in syntactical
elements are represented as attributes of nodes or edges. This
makes the definition of the algorithms much simpler. Second,
process graphs can be generated for models that are con-
structed with different business process modeling languages.
This makes our algorithms more flexible. For example, in the
evaluation, we used both EPC models and BPMN models as
input to generate synthetic BPMN models.

Definition 1 (Process graph, pre-set, post-set) LetL be a set
of labels, TN be a finite set of node types, and TE be a finite
set of edge types. A process graph describes a (business)
process as a tuple (N , E, λ, μ, ν), in which:

– N is the finite set of nodes.
– E ⊆ N × N is the finite set of edges.
– λ : N → L is a function that maps nodes to labels.
– μ : N → TN is a function that maps nodes to node types.
– ν : E → TE is a function that maps edges to edge types.

Let G = (N , E, λ, μ, ν) be a process graph and n ∈ N
be a node: •n = {m|(m, n) ∈ E} is the pre-set of n, while
n• = {m|(n, m) ∈ E} is the post-set of n.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows five BPMN models and their
corresponding business process graphs. As shown in graph
4 of Fig. 1, we assign each gateway node a unique label
to represent its routing function (e.g., ‘ParallelGateway’).
Figure 2 shows a BPMN model2 with more different node
types (e.g., start/end event, user task, and exclusive gateway).

2 The model is taken from http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/.
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Fig. 2 A BPMN model and the corresponding process graph

3 Properties of business process model collections

This section presents properties that are extracted from busi-
ness process model collections. Three different kinds of
properties are considered: label properties, control flow prop-
erties, and type properties. For labels, properties of words in
labels are extracted. For control flows, properties of structural
features of process models are extracted. For types, proper-
ties of node and edge types are extracted.

3.1 Label properties

Labels consist of words. Therefore, to generate synthetic
labels with similar properties to labels in a collection, we
consider two label properties: the frequency of occurrence
of a word and the frequency of the co-occurrence of two
words. The former is the frequency and probability of a word
appearing in a synthetic label. The latter is the frequency and
probability of two words appearing in a synthetic label, or in
the labels of two connected nodes. In the remainder of this
paper, we will consider synthetic labels as a bag of words,
in which the words are taken from the labels of the original
models. Synthetic labels are subsequently generated by com-
bining these words, based on the frequency and probability
of their (co-)occurrence. More advanced techniques to gener-
ate labels can be envisioned. Such techniques are especially
helpful to facilitate the evaluation of algorithms that perform
more operations on the semantics of labels (e.g., [20,28]).
We leave this for future work.

To facilitate the processing of labels, we use lowercase
versions of the words and remove stop words (e.g., ‘a’, ‘an’,
‘the’, ‘one’, . . .) and gateway labels (e.g., ‘ParallelGateway’).

Definition 2 defines the word set of a process model collec-
tion.

Definition 2 (Word set, label size) Let L be the label set of a
collection of process graphs with disjoint sets of nodes. The
function ω(l) maps a label l to the set of words that appear
in l.

The word set W of the collection of process graphs is
the set of words that appear in L. Formally, W = {w|w ∈
ω(l) ∧ l ∈ L}.

The size of a label l is the number of words in l, i.e., |ω(l)|.

For example, the word set of the collection in Fig. 1
is {order, goods, receive, online, pay, application, and
approve}.

To generate a label, we must select the words that should
be part of that label. To make that selection, the probability of
word occurrence is required. For a word in the word set of a
collection, the frequency and the probability of its occurrence
are defined in as follows.

Definition 3 (Frequency of word occurrence, probability of
word occurrence) Let N be the node set of a collection of
process graphs with disjoint sets of nodes, andW be the word
set of that collection.

The frequency of the occurrence of a word w, denoted
as FW O(w), is the number of nodes in the collection that
contain the word w in their labels. Formally, FW O(w) =
|{n ∈ N |w ∈ ω(λ(n))}|.

The probability of the occurrence of a word w is the fre-
quency of the occurrence of w divided by the frequency
of the occurrence of all words. Formally, PWO(w) =

FW O(w)∑
w1∈W FW O(w1)

.
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For example, in Fig. 1, the frequency of the word occur-
rence of ‘goods’ is 8, and its probability is 8/22 = 0.36.

To select a word that should be part of a synthetic label,
we can also take other words that appear in that label into
account. We can even take words into account that appear
in the labels of connected nodes. To that end, three types of
word co-occurrence are considered as defined in Definition 4,
i.e., word co-occurrence, pre-word co-occurrence, and post-
word co-occurrences. Gateway nodes are not considered for
pre-word (post-word) co-occurrence. For a node n, if a node
n1 ∈ •n (n•) is a gateway node, nodes in •n1 (n1•) of the
gateway nodes are considered instead of n1. For example,
in graph 4 of Fig. 1, the post-word co-occurrence for words
in the node ‘order goods’, nodes ‘receive goods’ and ‘pay’
are considered instead of the gateway node ’ParallelGate-
way’. Consequently, the three types of word co-occurrence
are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Frequency of word co-occurrence) Let N be
the node set of a collection of process graphs with disjoint
sets of nodes and ω(l) be the function that maps a label l to
the set of words that appear in l.

– Frequency of word co-occurrence (FWCO): Given a word
w and another word w1 (w1 �= w), the frequency of the
word co-occurrence of w and w1 is the number of nodes
of the collection of process graphs that contain both w

and w1. Formally, FWCO(w,w1) = |{n ∈ N |w,w1 ∈
ω(λ(n))}|. We say that word w1 co-occurs in the same
node label with w, if FWCO(w,w1) > 0.

– Frequency of Pre-Word Co-Occurrence (FWCOpre): Given
two words w and w1, the frequency of the pre-word co-
occurrence of w1 with respect to w is the number of
process fragments (a sequence of two nodes) satisfying
that w appears in the label of a node n, w1 appears
in the label of a node n1, and there exists a process
graph g, in which n1 is in the pre-set of n. Formally,
let D be a set of process graphs with disjoint sets of
nodes FWCOpre(w,w1) = |{n1 ∈ N |g ∈ D ∧ n, n1 ∈
Ng ∧n1 ∈ •n ∧w ∈ ω(λ(n))∧w1 ∈ ω(λ(n1))}|. We say
that word w1 co-occurs with w in a pre-set node label, if
FWCOpre(w,w1) > 0.

– Frequency of Post-Word Co-Occurrence (FWCOpost ):
Given two word w and w1, the frequency of the post-
word co-occurrence of w1 with respect to w is the number
of process fragments (a sequence of two nodes) that sat-
isfy that w appears in the label of a node n, w1 appears
in the label of a node n1, and there exists a process
graph g, in which n1 is in the post-set of n. Formally,
let D be a set of process graphs with disjoint sets of
nodes FWCOpost (w,w1) = |{n1 ∈ N |g ∈ D ∧ n, n1 ∈
Ng ∧n1) ∈ n•∧w ∈ ω(λ(n))∧w1 ∈ ω(λ(n1))}|. We say

that word w1 co-occurs with w in a post-set node label, if
FWCOpost (w,w1) > 0.

For example, with respect to the word ‘receive’ in the
collection in Fig. 1, the frequency of the word co-occurrence
for ‘goods’ is 4, the frequency of pre-word co-occurrence for
‘goods’ is 4, and the frequency of post-word co-occurrence
for ‘goods’ is 1.

The probabilities of the three types of word co-occurrence
are defined in Definition 5.

Definition 5 (Probability of word co-occurrence) Let N be
the node set of a collection of process graphs with disjoint sets
of nodes. Furthermore, let W be the word set, and ω(l) the
function that maps a label l to the set of words that appear
in l. Three types of probability of word co-occurrence are
defined as follows.

– Probability of word co-occurrence (PWC O): Given a
word w and another word w1, the probability of the word
co-occurrence of w and w1 is the frequency of w1 co-
occurring with w divided by the frequency of all words
co-occurring with w. Formally,

PWC O(w,w1) = FWCO(w,w1)
∑

w2∈W∧w2 �=w FWCO(w,w2)
. (1)

– Probability of Pre-Word Co-Occurrence (PWC Opre):
Given two words w and w1, the probability of the pre-
word co-occurrence of w1 and w is the frequency of w1

co-occurring with w in a pre-set node label divided by the
frequency of all words co-occurring with w in a pre-set
node label. Formally,

PWC Opre(w,w1) = FWCOpre(w,w1)
∑

w2∈W FWCOpre(w,w2)
. (2)

– Probability of Post-Word Co-Occurrence (PWC Opost ):
Given two words w and w1, the probability of the post-
word co-occurrence of w1 and w is the frequency of w1

co-occurring with w in a post-set node label divided by
the frequency of all words co-occurring with w in a post-
set node label. Formally,

PWC Opost (w,w1) = FWCOpost (w,w1)
∑

w2∈W FWCOpost (w,w2)
.

(3)

For example, for the word ‘receive’ in the collection in
Fig. 1, the probability of the word co-occurrence with ‘goods’
is 4/5 = 0.80, the probability of the pre-word co-occurrence
with ‘goods’ is 4/9 = 0.44, and the probability of the post-
word co-occurrence with ‘goods’ is 1/3 = 0.33.
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3.2 Structural properties

The structure of a process model can be described in terms
of a composition of common workflow patterns, which are
called features in this paper. In this section, the most common
workflow patterns are considered: sequence, split, join, and
loop. These features are used to compose synthetic graphs
later on. Properties of these features are considered structural
properties. For example, the feature ‘type’ and the feature
‘size’ are considered structural properties as defined in Def-
inition 6. Furthermore, the rules for composing structural
features are extracted, which indicate how features can be
composed to form a process graph.

Definition 6 (Basic feature) A feature f of a process graph
is a subgraph of that process graph. The size of a feature is the
number of edges that it contains, denoted as Size( f ) = |E f |.
Let max be a threshold, indicating the maximum size of a
feature that is considered. The type of a feature, denoted
T ype( f ), is the structural pattern of that feature T ype( f ) ∈
{node, sequence, spli t, join, loop}. Feature f is

– a sequence feature of size s − 1 consisting of nodes
{n1, n2, . . . , ns}, if E f is the minimal set containing
(n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . . , (ns−1, ns), for s ≥ 2. A sequence
feature is denoted as n1 → n2 → · · · → ns .

– a split feature of size s consisting of a split node n and a set
of nodes {n1, n2, . . . , ns}, if and only if E f is the minimal
set containing (n, n1), (n, n2), . . . , (n, ns), for s ≥ 2. A
split feature is denoted as n → {n1, n2, . . . , ns}.

– a join feature of size s consisting of a join node n and a set
of nodes {n1, n2, . . . , ns}, if and only if E f is the minimal
set containing (n1, n), (n2, n), . . . , (ns, n), for s ≥ 2. A
join feature is denoted as {n1, n2, . . . , ns} → n.

– a loop feature of size s consisting of nodes {n1, n2, n3, . . . ,

ns}, if E f is the minimal set containing
(n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . . , (ns−1, ns), and(ns, n1), for s ≥
1. A loop feature is denoted as n1 → n2 → · · · →
ns−1 → ns .

The sequence, split, join, and loop features are referred as
structural features.

For example, for graph 4 in Fig. 1, the set of the
basic sequence features of size 1 consists of the sequences
‘Order Goods’ → ‘ParallelGateway’, ‘ParallelGateway ’→
‘Receive Goods’, ‘ParallelGateway’ → ‘Pay’, and ‘Receive
Goods’ → ‘Order Goods’, the basic split feature with
split node ‘ParallelGateway’ and the set of nodes ‘Receive
Goods’, ‘Pay’, and the basic loop feature with the three
basic nodes ‘Order Goods’, ‘ParallelGateway’, and ‘Receive
Goods’.

A feature may be used to generate other features, which
are called child features.

Definition 7 (Parent feature, child feature) If a feature f
can generate feature c f by adding a single edge and at most
one node, feature f is a direct parent feature of feature c f
and feature c f is a direct child feature of feature f . This
is denoted as f ∈ D P F S(c f ) or c f ∈ DC F S( f ), where
D P F S (DC F S) is a function that maps a feature to its direct
parent (child) feature set. The parent and the child relation
are the transitive closure of the direct parent and the direct
child relation.

For example, for graph 4 in Fig. 1, the direct child feature
set of the node feature ‘Receive Goods’ is the set that con-
sists of the sequence features ‘ParallelGateway’ → ‘Receive
Goods’ and ‘Receive Goods’ → ‘Order Goods’.

As defined in Definition 6, four types of structural fea-
tures are considered, i.e., sequence, split, join, and loop.
Process graphs consist of compositions of these features.
For example, graph 6 of Fig. 3 consists of a sequence feature
a → b → c, a split feature b → {c, d, e, f, g}, a join pattern
{c, d} → h, a loop feature f → k, etc.

When splitting up a process graph into features, a feature
can be a parent of different features. For example, in graph
6 of Fig. 3, the sequence feature b → c is a parent of the
sequence features a → b → c → h, b → c → h, etc. This
affects the probability of the occurrence of a certain type
of feature. For example, sequence features may be counted
too often, because all structural features consist of sequence
features of size 1. Therefore, only local maximum features
are considered. A local maximum feature is a feature with-
out child features, as defined in Definition 8. For example,
sequence feature b → c is not considered any more, while
sequence feature a → b → c → h is considered.

Definition 8 (Local maximum feature) Let g = (N , E, λ) be
a business process graph. Let f , a subgraph of g, be a feature.
The feature f is a local maximum feature of g, denoted as
f ∈ L M F(g), if and only if there is not another feature f1

of g, such that f is a parent feature of f1.

In a process graph, a node can be in different local maxi-
mum features and have different pre-sets or post-sets in these
features. These nodes are called open nodes. In Sect. 4, when
generating process graphs, we use these nodes as the points
where we extend a process graph and create a larger synthetic
graph. An open node is defined as follows.

Definition 9 (Open node, closed node) Let g be a process
graph and f be a feature of g. A node n of the feature f
is an open node for that feature, if and only if the feature
does not contain all of the nodes in the pre-set or post-set
of n. Formally, ∀n ∈ N f : n ∈ O N ( f ) ⇐⇒ ∃((•n ∪
n•)− N f ) �= ∅. A node n in the feature is an pre-open (post-
open) node for the feature, if and only if the feature does not
contain all of the nodes in the pre-set (post-set) of n, denoted
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Fig. 3 A business process
graph and associations of open
nodes
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as n ∈ O Npre( f ) (n ∈ O Npost ( f )). A node is a closed node
if it is not an open node.

For example, in graph 6 of Fig. 3, node d is a post-open
node for split feature b → {c, d, e, f, g}, and node d is a both
pre-open and post-open node for join feature {c, d} → h.
When generating a synthetic graph, given b → {c, d, e, f, g}
is already in the synthetic graph, node d can be used to extend
the graph with another feature that has a pre-open node. More
details about extending a synthetic graph are given in Sect. 4.

For a split or join feature, a subset of open nodes can be
used to extend features, because split and join features have
more than two endpoints. The goal of extending the open
nodes of a split or a join feature is to support a structure
where the branches of a split are eventually joined, either
immediately or eventually. For example, in Fig. 3, after the
split node b, the branches of node c and node d are joined
immediately at node h, while the branches of nodes e and f
are joined eventually at node j . To support this type of struc-
ture, the split and join association of open nodes is defined
in Definition 10.

Definition 10 (Split (join) association of open nodes) Let g
be a business process graph and f be a split feature. Let the
node n ∈ N f be the split node, and let N ′ = O Npost ( f ) be
the post-open node set for f . Let N ′′ ⊆ N ′ (|N ′′| > 1) be a
subset of the post-open nodes. If there exists a node n2 ∈ Ng ,
such that for each n1 ∈ N ′′, (n1, n2) ∈ Eg , we say that f
has an immediate join, denoted as ζ(N ′′) = I m; otherwise,
if there exists a node n2 ∈ Ng , such that for each n1 ∈ N ′′,
there exists a sequence feature in g, n1 → · · · → n2, we say
that f has an eventual join, denoted as ζ(N ′′) = Ev. I m and
Ev are the types of a split (join) association of open nodes.
The join association of open nodes is defined similarly.

For example, the right side of Fig. 3 shows some of
the split and join features of graph 6. The split feature
b → {c, d, e, f, g} has an immediate join {c, d} and an even-
tual join {d, e}, while the join feature {c, d} → h has an
immediate split {c, d} and the join feature {d, i} → j has

an eventual split {d, i}. For an immediate join (split), a join
(split) feature is inserted to extend the process graph; for an
eventual join (split), a join (split) feature and several sequence
features are inserted to extend the process graph.

We now know that a feature can be inserted into a process
graph if they both have open nodes or split (join) associations
of open nodes. However, the definitions of a feature and a
process graph do not contain items to indicate which nodes
are open nodes or split (join) associations of open nodes.
Therefore, we define a component as a specific type of fea-
ture that also records information about the open nodes of
that feature. We need this information, because in next sec-
tion components are composed to form a (partial) synthetic
process graphs, and open nodes or split (join) associations of
open nodes indicate how to compose components. A com-
ponent is defined as follows.

Definition 11 (Component) Let g be a business process
graph, and let f be a local maximum feature of g. The
component of f , denoted as c = Comp( f, g), is a tuple
(N , E, λ, preO N , post O N , ζ ), in which:

– N = N f is the set of nodes.
– E ⊆ N × N is the set of edges, where E = E f .
– λ is a function that maps each node in N to an empty label.
– preO N = {n ∈ N f |(•n − N f ) �= ∅} is the pre-open

node set.
– post O N = {n ∈ N f |(n• − N f ) �= ∅} is the post-open

node set.
– ζ is a function that maps a subset of the pre-open (post-

open) node set to an immediate or eventual join (split), as
defined in Definition 10.

The size and type of a component are the same as the size and
type of the feature it derives from, i.e., Size(s) = Size( f )

and T ype(s) = T ype( f ).

For example, ({a, b, g}, {(a, b), (b, g)}, λ,∅, {b}, ζ ) is a
sequence component of graph 6 (labels are used to identify
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nodes here). Definition 12 presents how to extract all compo-
nents from a process graph or a collection of process graphs.

Definition 12 (Component Set) Let D be a collection of
process graphs. The component set of D consists of the
components of all local maximums of process graphs in D.
Formally, C = {Comp( f, g)|g ∈ D∧ f ∈ �(g)∩L MT (g)}.

We say two components are equivalent if there is a map-
ping between two components, as defined in Definition 13.

Definition 13 (Component equivalence) Let c1 =(N1, E1,
λ, preO N1, post O N1,ζ ) and c2 =(N2, E2, λ, preO N2,
post O N2,ζ ) be two components. Components c1 and c2 are
equivalent, denoted as c1 = c2, if and only if there exists a
one-to-one mapping M : N1 → N2, such that

– ∀n ∈ preO N1: M(n) ∈ preO N2; ∀n ∈ post O N1:
M(n) ∈ post O N2; ∀n ∈ (N1 − preO N1 − post O N1):
M(n) ∈ (N2 − preO N2 − post O N2);

– ∀(n, m) ∈ E1: (M(n), M(m)) ∈ E2;
– if s1 and s2 are split (join) components, ∀s N1 ∈

post O N1(preO N1): ζ1(s N1) = ζ2({M(n1)|n1 ∈ s N1}).

For example, in Fig. 3, components {c, d} → h and
{d, i} → j are not equivalent, because ζ({c, d}) �= ζ({d, i}).
Based on the component equivalence, the frequency and
probability of component occurrence are defined as follows.

Definition 14 (Frequency/probability of component occur-
rence) Let D be a collection of process graphs and C be
the component set of D. Let c ∈ C be a component. The
frequency of the occurrence of c is the number of local max-
imum features in D that have a component that is equivalent
with c, denoted as FCO(c, C) = |{ f ∈ �(g)|g ∈ D ∧ f ∈
L M F(g) ∧ Comp( f, g) = c}|. The probability of its occur-
rence is the fraction of the frequency of its occurrence and
the frequency of the occurrence of all components, denoted
as PC O(c, C) = FCO(c,C)∑

c1∈C FCO(c1,C)
.

For example, in Fig. 3, the frequency of component
{c, d} → h is 1 and the probability of its occurrence is 1/7.

3.3 Node- and edge-type properties

In BPMN 2.0, nodes and edges can be of different types. For
example, a node can be a user task, an intermediate catch
event, or an exclusive gateway. To generate models with
similar properties for node and edge types in a collection,
we consider three kinds of properties regarding node and
edge types: the occurrence of a node type; the co-occurrence
of node types between two connected nodes; and the co-
occurrence of an edge type with its input and output node
types. The occurrence of a node type concerns the frequency

and probability of a node type appearing in a collection of
models; the co-occurrence of node types concerns the fre-
quency and probability of two node types co-occurring for
two connected nodes; the co-occurrence of an edge type
concerns the frequency and probability of an edge type co-
occurring with the two node types of the edge’s input and
output nodes.

To assign a type to a node, it is necessary to know the prob-
ability of node-type occurrence. The type of a node depends
on the structural properties of that node, in particular on the
number of incoming and outgoing edges of that node. For
example, a node that has no incoming edges is more likely
to be a start event, while a node that has multiple incom-
ing or outgoing edges is more likely to be a gateway. Note,
however, that these are probabilities; a node with multiple
incoming or outgoing edges can also be a task. Conse-
quently, the frequency and probability of node types depend
on the number of edges of the nodes, and we define them as
follows.

Definition 15 (Frequency/probability of node-type occur-
rence) Let N be a set of nodes. The indegree type of a node is
the characterization of the number of incoming edges of that
node as either 0, 1, or many, such that given a node n ∈ N ,

indegreetype(n) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

0 if |•n| = 0
1 if |•n| = 0
many otherwise

The outdegreetype is defined analogously.
The frequency of the occurrence of a node type t for nodes

with an indegree type i and an outdegree type o is:

FNTO(t, i, o) = |{n ∈ N |μ(n) = t,

indegreetype(n) = i, outdegreetype(n) = o}|.

The probability that a node n has a particular type t is

PNTO(n, t)

= F N T O(t, indegreetype(n), outdegreetype(n))
∑

t∈TN F N T O(t, indegreetype(n), outdegreetype(n))

For example, in the process graph of Fig. 2, there are 11
nodes in total. The frequency of user task is 2, and both
of them have one input and one output edges, i.e., FNTO
(“userTask”, 1, 1) = 2. There are 5 elements that have one
input and one output edges in this process model; therefore,
its occurrence probability is 2/5 = 40 %;

It is also necessary to know which two node types can
co-occur for two connected nodes of a process model. The
frequency and probability of node-type co-occurrence is
defined in Definitions 16 and 17, respectively.
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Definition 16 (Frequency of node-type co-occurrence) Let
D be a collection of process graphs with disjoint sets of nodes,
N be the node set of D, and TN be the node-type set of N .

– Frequency of pre-node-type co-occurrence (FNTCOpre):
Given two nodes n and n1, the frequency of the pre-
node-type co-occurrence of t1 = μ(n1) and t = μ(n)

is the number of process fragments (a sequence of two
nodes) that satisfy that there exists a process graph
g ∈ D, in which n1 is in the pre-set of n. Formally,
FNTCOpre(t, t1) = |{(n, n1) ∈ N ×N |g ∈ D ∧ n, n1 ∈
Ng ∧ n1 ∈ •n ∧ t1 = μ(n1) ∧ t = μ(n)}|. We say that
node type t1 pre-co-occurs with node type t in a pre-set
node, if FNTCOpre(t, t1) > 0.

– Frequency of post-node-type co-occurrence (FNTCOpost ):
Given two nodes n and n1, the frequency of the post-
node-type co-occurrence of t1 = μ(n1) and t = μ(n)

is the number of process fragments (a sequence of two
nodes) that satisfy that there exists a process graph
g ∈ D, in which n1 is in the post-set of n. Formally,
FNTCOpost (t, t1) = |{(n, n1) ∈ N ×N |g ∈ D∧n, n1 ∈
Ng ∧ n1 ∈ n • ∧t1 = μ(n1) ∧ t = μ(n)}|. We say that
node type t1 post-co-occurs with node- type t in a post-set
node, if FNTCOpre(t, t1) > 0.

Definition 17 (Probabilities of node-type co-occurrences)
Let N be the node set of a collection of process graphs with
disjoint sets of nodes, and TN be the node-type set ofN . The
probability of node-type co-occurrence is defined as follows.

– Probability of pre-node-type co-occurrence (PNTCOpre):
Given two nodes n, n1 ∈ N , with type t = μ(n) and
t1 = μ(n1), the probability of the co-occurrence of t1
and t is the frequency of t1 co-occurring with t in a pre-
set node, divided by the frequency of all node types that
co-occur with t in a pre-set node. Formally,

PNTCOpre(t, t1) = PNTCOpre(t, t1)
∑

t2∈TN P N T C Opre(t, t2)
. (4)

– Probability of post-node-type co-occurrence
(PNTCOpost ): Given two nodes n, n1 ∈ N , with type
t = μ(n) and t1 = μ(n1), the probability of the co-
occurrence of t1 and t is the frequency of t1 co-occurring
with t in a post-set node, divided by the frequency of all
node types that co-occur with t in a post-set node. For-
mally,

PNTCOpost (t, t1) = PNTCOpost (t, t1)
∑

t2∈TN PNTCOpost (t, t2)
. (5)

For example, in the process graph of Fig. 2, considering
the node-type ‘parallel gateway’, there is 1 node with the

type ‘exclusive gateway’ and there are 2 nodes with the type
‘task’ in their pre-sets. There is 1 node with the type ‘end
event’ and there are 2 nodes with the type ‘task’ in their post-
sets. The frequency of task pre-co-occurrence with ‘parallel
gateway’ is 2, and its co-occurrence probability is 2/3 =
66.7 %; the frequency of ‘end event’ pre-co-occurrence with
‘parallel gateway’ is 1, and its co-occurrence probability is
1/3 = 33.3 %.

To assign an edge type to an edge, the types of the edge’s
input and output nodes are considered. This is because the
edge type is highly correlated with the type of its input and
output nodes. For example, in BPMN, two flow objects are
connected by a sequence flow, while a flow object and a
message object are connected by a message flow. The fre-
quency and probability of an edge type occurring with the
types of input and output nodes of the edge are defined in
Definitions 18 and 19, respectively.

Definition 18 (Frequency of edge-node-type co-occurrence)
Let D be a collection of process graphs with disjoint sets of
nodes, N and E be the node and edge sets of D, respectively,
TN be the node-type set of N , and TE be the edge-type set
of E .

Frequency of edge-node-type co-occurrence (FETCO):
Given two node types t, t1, and an edge type te, the frequency
the co-occurrence of te with node types t and t1 is the number
of process fragments (a sequence of two nodes) that satisfy
that there exists a process graph g ∈ D, in which n1 is in
the post-set of n, and the types of n, n1, and te are t , t1, and
te, respectively. Formally, FETCO(te, t, t1) = |{(n, n1) ∈
E |g ∈ D ∧ n, n1 ∈ Ng ∧ n1 ∈ n • ∧t1 = μ(n1) ∧ t =
μ(n)∧ te = ν((n, n1))}|. We say that node type t1 co-occurs
with node type t in a pre-set node, if FETCOpre(te, t, t1) > 0.

Definition 19 (Probability of edge-node-type co-occur-
rence) Probability of edge-node-type co-occurrences
(PENTCO): Given two node types t, t1, and an edge type
te, the probability of the co-occurrence of te and t and t1 is
the frequency with which te co-occurs with t and t1 divided
by the frequency of all edge types co-occurring with t and
t1. Formally,

PENTCO(te, t, t1) = PENTCO(te, t, t1)
∑

t ′e∈TE PENTCO(t ′e, t, t1)
. (6)

Continuing with the example of the process graph of
Fig. 2. Considering the sequence flows between parallel gate-
ways and user tasks, the frequency of their Edge-Node-Type
Co-Occurrences is 2 and the probability is 100 %.

4 Generating synthetic process model collections

This section presents the algorithm to generate synthetic
process models based on the properties defined in the pre-
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vious section. The algorithm consists of two steps. first, it
generates node labels, and then, it generates a synthetic graph
by inserting components into the graph and labeling compo-
nent nodes.

Synthetic labels can be generated based on the prob-
ability of word occurrence and the probability of word
co-occurrence, which is defined in Definition 20.

Definition 20 (Synthetic label) Let W be the word set of a
collection of process graphs, and ω(l) be the function that
maps a label l to the set of words that appear in l.

A synthetic label of size s consists of a word, w ∈ W ,
and a set of s − 1 words, W = {w1, w2, . . . , ws−1} ⊂ W
(w /∈ W ), which co-occur with w.

The probability of the size s is |{n∈N |ω(λ(n))=s}|
|N | . The

probability of selecting a word w is PWO(w), according to
Definition 3. The probability of selecting a word wi ∈ W is
PWCO(w,wi ), according to Definition 4.

For example, “receive goods online” and “order applica-
tion” can be synthetic labels for the process graphs in Fig. 1.

A synthetic node is labeled by selecting a synthetic label
from a set of synthetic labels. The selection consists of two
steps. First, a word is selected based on the probabilities of
pre-word and post-word co-occurrence. Second, a synthetic
label is selected from the subset of synthetic labels that con-
tain the selected word. The probability of selecting a label is
defined as follows.

Definition 21 (Probability of label selection) Let SL be a
set of synthetic labels generated according to Definition 20,
let sl be a synthetic label, sl ∈ SL, and let W = {w|w ∈
ω(sl)∧sl ∈ SL}be the word set ofSL. Let c be a component,
and let n be a node of c, n ∈ Nc.

The probability of selecting a word w is the frequency
of words in the pre-set/post-set of n that co-occur with w
in a pre-set/post-set node label, divided by the frequency of
words in the pre-set/post-set of n that co-occur with any word
in a pre-set/post-set node label. If the denominator is 0, the
probability of selecting w is the probability of the occurrence
of w.

PLS(w)

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
w′∈Wpost

FWCOpre(w
′,w)+∑

w′∈Wpre FWCOpost (w
′,w)

∑
w′′∈W (

∑
w′∈Wpost

FWCOpre(w′,w′′)+∑
w′∈Wpre FWCOpost (w′,w′′)) ,

if
∑

w′′∈W (
∑

w′∈Wpost
FWCOpre(w

′, w′′)
+ ∑

w′∈Wpre
FWCOpost (w

′, w′′)) �= 0;

PWO(w), otherwise.

where Wpost = {w|∀n1 ∈ n • ∧w ∈ ω(λ(n1))} and Wpre =
{w|∀n1 ∈ •n ∧ w ∈ ω(λ(n1))}.

The probability of selecting a label sl from SL based on
w is 1, divided by the number of labels that contains the word
w, i.e., Pl(w, sl) = 1

|{sl1∈SL|w∈ω(sl1)}| .

Overall, the probability of selecting a synthetic label sl
from SL is P(sl) = ∑

w∈ω(sl)(Pw(w) × Pl(w, sl)).

To generate a synthetic graph, the size of the synthetic
graph is required, of which the probability is defined as fol-
lows.

Definition 22 (Probability of graph size) Let D be a collec-
tion of process graphs. The probability of a graph g of size
s in D, PGS(s,D), is that the number of graphs of size s
in D is divided by the number of all graphs in D. Formally,

PGS(s,D) = |{g∈D||Eg |=s}|
|D| .

For example, of the five process graphs in Fig. 1, three are
of size 1, one is of size 2, and one is of size 4. Therefore, the
probability of size 1 is 0.6.

Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm for generating syn-
thetic process graphs. First, a set of synthetic labels is
generated, according to Definition 20. These labels are used
to label nodes in components later on (line 2). Second, a
set of synthetic process graphs is generated. Each graph is
generated as follows. Initially, a synthetic process graph sg
contains one node n that is a both pre-open and post-open
node (n ∈ preO N ∩ post O N ). The label of n is empty,
and the synthetic process graph does not contain any edge
(line 7). Then, components are inserted to extend the graph
(lines 9–25).

To insert a component into a synthetic graph, an open node
is selected at random. If the component is a loop feature, the
open node in the loop node set is recorded. If the open node
is not in a join (split) association, a component is selected
that has an open node that can be merged with the open node
in the synthetic graph as explained in Algorithm 2. If the
open node is in a join (split) association, one of those join
(split) associations is selected at random. Then, a compo-
nent is selected, which has a join (split) association with the
same number of open nodes and the same type (line 23). The
probability of the selection is the probability PC O(c, C1) as
explained in Definition 14. Finally, the open nodes in the join
(split) associations are merged as explained in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 presents the steps of merging an open node
of a synthetic graph and an open node of a component. First,
(open) nodes in the component are inserted into the (open)
node set of the synthetic graph, such that the open nodes
that are to be merged are not open anymore. Second, edges
that are connected to the open node in the component are
connected to the open node in the synthetic graph. Other
edges in the component are inserted into the edge set of the
synthetic graph. Third, nodes in the component—except for
the open nodes—are labeled according to Definition 21.

Algorithm 3 presents the steps of merging a join (split)
association of open nodes of a synthetic graph and a split
(join) association of open nodes of a component. If the
associations are immediate, the pair of nodes are merged
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Algorithm 1: Synthetic Process Graph Generation
input : a collection of process graphs: D, an integer: si zec
output: a collection of synthetic process graphs SD

1 begin
2 SL is the set of generated synthetic labels (Definition 20);
3 SD ← ∅ ;
4 L N ← ∅ ; //Set of loop nodes.
5 C is the component set of D (Definition 12);
6 while |SD| < si zec do
7 sg = {{sn},∅,∅, {sn}, {sn},∅}; //sn is a newly created

node.
8 select si zeg ∈ {|Eg ||g ∈ D} with probability

PGS(si zeg,D) (Definition 22);
9 while |Esg | < si zeg ∧ (preO Nsg ∪ post O Nsg) �= ∅ do

10 randomly select n ∈ preO Nsg ∪ post O Nsg ;
11 if n ∈ post O Nsg then
12 if �N ⊆ Nsg : n ∈ N ∧ ζsg(N ) ∈ {I m, Ev} then
13 C1 ← {c ∈ C |preO Nc �= ∅};
14 select c ∈ C1 with probability PC O(c, C1)

(Definition 14);
15 if c is a loop feature then
16 L N ← L N ∪ {sg};
17 else
18 randomly select n1 ∈ preO Nc;
19 sg ←mergeNode (sg, c, n, n1,SL);

//Algorithm 2.

20 else
21 randomly select AN ∈ {N ⊆ Nsg |n ∈

N ∧ ζsg(N ) ∈ {I m, Ev}};
22 C1 ← {c ∈ C |T ype(c) = join ∧ AN ⊆

preO Nc ∧ |AN | = |AN1| ∧ ζsg(AN ) =
ζc(AN1)};

23 select c ∈ C1 with probability PC O(c, C1)

(Definition 14);
24 sg ←mergeAsso

(sg, c, AN , AN1,SL);//Algorithm 3.

25 if n ∈ preO Nsg then //similar to lines 12–27. ;

26 if |L N | > 1 then sg ←constructLoop
(sg,L N );//Algorithm 4.;

27 sg ←assignType (sg);//Algorithm 5.
28 SD ← SD ∪ {sg};
29 return SD;

(Algorithm 2). If the associations are eventual, then a
sequence component is selected to connect each open node
in the synthetic graph to an open node in the component.
The connection is made by merging the pair of open nodes
with two open nodes in the sequence component (lines 7–
11). Subsequently, the join (split) associations of the open
nodes are updated, and the merged associations are deleted.
If there are other split and join associations in the compo-
nents, then these associations are recorded in the synthetic
graph (lines 12–15).

Algorithm 4 shows how to construct a loop in a synthetic
process graph. This is done by randomly selecting two nodes
from the given loop node set and adding edges between them
if there is no path between them.

Algorithm 2: Merge a Pair of Open Nodes
input : a synthetic process graph: sg, a component: c, an open

node of sg: nsg , an open node of c: nc, a synthetic label
set: SL

output: a synthetic process graphs: sg
1 begin
2 Nsg ← Nsg ∪ (Nc − {nc});
3 if nsg ∈ preO Nsg ∧ nc ∈ post O Nc then
4 preO Nsg ← (preO Nsg − {nsg}) ∪ preO Nc;
5 post O Nsg ← post O Nsg ∪ (post O Nc − {nc});
6 else if nsg ∈ post O Nsg ∧ nc ∈ preO Nc then
7 preO Nsg ← preO Nsg ∪ (preO Nc − {nc});
8 post O Nsg ← (post O Nsg − {nsg}) ∪ post O Nc;

9 Esg ← Esg ∪ {(n, n3)|n3 ∈ n1•} ∪ {(n3, n)|n3 ∈ •n1}
10 ∪(Ec − {(n1, n3)|n3 ∈ n1•} − {(n3, n1)|n3 ∈ •n1});
11 foreach n ∈ (post O Nc − {nc}) do
12 select a label sl from SL with probability

P(sl)(Definition 21).
13 λsg ← λsg ∪ {(n, sl)};
14 return sg;

Algorithm3:Merge Join and Split Associations of Open
Nodes
input : a synthetic process graphs: sg, a component: c, a join

(split) association of sg: ANsg , a split (join) association
of c: ANc, a synthetic label set: SL

output: a synthetic process graphs: sg
1 begin
2 foreach nsg ∈ ANsg do
3 randomly select nc from ANc;
4 ANc ← ANc − {nc};
5 if ζsg(ANsg) = I m then
6 sg ←mergeNode (sg, c, nsg, nc,SL);//Algorithm 2.

7 else if ζsg(ANsg) = Ev then
8 C1 ← {c1 ∈ C |T ype(c1) = sequence ∧ (∃(n1 ∈

preO Nc1 ∧ n2 ∈ post O Nc1), n1 → . . . →
n2 is a subgraph of c1)};

9 select c1 ∈ C1 with probability FCO(c1, C1)

(Definition 14);
10 sg ←mergeNode (sg, c1, nsg, n1,SL);//Algorithm

2.
11 sg ←mergeNode (sg, c, n2, nc,SL);//Algorithm 2.

12 Delete ANsg from the domain of ζsg ;
13 Delete ANc from the domain of ζc;
14 foreach AN1 ∈ {N1 ⊆ Nc|ζc(N1) ∈ {I m, Ev}} do
15 ζsg(AN1) ← ζc(AN1);

16 return sg;

Algorithm 5 presents the steps for assigning a type to each
node/edge. If a node is a gateway, then its type is the same as
its label (lines 2–4), because gateways are labeled with their
type during structure and label generation. Gateway types
are assigned at that stage to maintain the co-occurring of
gateways. For example, an XOR split is likely to be closed
at some stage by an XOR join. If a node is a start or an end
node, its type is assigned based on the probability of node-
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Algorithm 4: Construct Loop in a Synthetic Process
Graph
input : a synthetic process graphs: sg, a set of (loop) nodes: L N
output: a synthetic process graphs: sg

1 begin
2 randomly select two different nodes ni , n j from L N ;
3 if there exists not a path from ni to n j then
4 Esg ← Esg ∪ {(ni , n j )}
5 if there exists not a path from n j to ni then
6 Esg ← Esg ∪ {(n j , ni )}
7 return sg;

type occurrence defined in Definition 15 (lines 5–9). This is
because start and end nodes are more likely to be start and
end events and this property can be captured by Definition 15,
but not by Definition 17, which is used later assigning types
for other nodes. After that, the graph is traversed and the type
of a visited node is assigned based on the probability of the
type co-occurence with the type of the connected node that
was just traversed, as defined in Definition 17 (lines 10–23).
Finally, each edge is assigned a type based on the probability
of the type co-occurence with the types of the edge’s input
and output nodes, as defined in Definition 19 (lines 24–28).
After assigning the types to nodes and edges, the graph is
returned.

We implemented our algorithm in Java and made it avail-
able as an open source project.3

5 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the algorithms pro-
posed in this paper. In the evaluation, we aim to verify that a
collection of models that is generated by our algorithm has
properties that are similar to the properties of the collection
of models from which it is generated. Two evaluations were
done: one with 604 SAP reference models in the EPC nota-
tion and one with 22 models in the BPMN 2.0 notation. We
use the first evaluation to determine to which extent our algo-
rithm can generate a model collection with properties that are
similar to the original collection. We use the second evalua-
tion to investigate to which extent these properties are also
preserved for BPMN 2.0 model generation, although this col-
lection is not large enough to do this statistically. While only
two collections are used as input to generate synthetic col-
lections in experiments, we argue that these two collections
are representative for other collections in terms of their prop-
erties. Therefore, the results of the evaluation should carry
over to other collections from practice as well. However, in

3 https://github.com/rmdijkman/modelsynthesis.

Algorithm 5: Assign Types to Nodes and Edges
input : a process graph (without node-type values): sg
output: a process graph (with assigned node-type values): sg

1 begin
2 //Gateways
3 foreach n ∈ Nsg ∧ (| • n| > 1 ∨ |n • | > 1) do
4 if μsg(n) = null then μsg ← μsg ∪ {(n, λsg(n))};
5 //Start and end nodes
6 foreach n ∈ Nsg ∧ (| • n| = 1 ∨ |n • | = 1) do
7 if μsg(n) = null then
8 select a node type t from TN with probability

P N T O(t, indegreetype(n), outdegreetype(n))

(Definition 15).
9 μsg ← μsg ∪ {(n, t)};

10 //Other nodes
11 N ← {n ∈ Nsg |(| • n| > 1 ∨ |n • | > 1)};
12 while N �= ∅ do
13 Randomly select n ∈ N ; N ← N − {n};
14 foreach n pre ∈ •n do
15 if μsg(n pre) = null then
16 select a node type t from TN with probability

P N T C Opre(μsg(n), t) (Definition 17).
17 μsg ← μsg ∪ {(n pre, t)};
18 N ← N ∪ {n pre};
19 foreach n post ∈ n• do
20 if μsg(n post ) = null then
21 select a node type t from TN with probability

P N T C Opost (μsg(n), t) (Definition 17).
22 μsg ← μsg ∪ {(n post , t)};
23 N ← N ∪ {n post };

24 //Edges
25 foreach e = (n, n1) ∈ Esg do
26 if νsg(e) = null then
27 select an edge type t from TE with probability

P E N T C O(t, μsg(n), μsg(n1)) (Definition 19).
28 νsg ← νsg ∪ {(e, t)};
29 return sg;

future work, evaluations with additional collections would
help to better establish the generalizability of the results.

For the first evaluation, we ran the algorithm 100 times
with 604 SAP reference models as input. In total, 60,400 syn-
thetic BPMN models were generated in 15:50 min. Figure 4
shows the distributions of the sizes of both the original col-
lection of models and the generated collection of models. The
distributions appear to be very similar. Table 1 shows a more
detailed comparison of the properties of the SAP reference
models and the synthetic models, including their descrip-
tive statistics. The properties include the average number of
words in a label, the average number of occurrences of a
label, the average number of nodes and edges in a process
model, and the average number of local maximum split, join,
loop, and sequence features in a model. In the last row, the
table shows whether the differences between the model col-
lections are significant for a particular property and, if so, at
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Fig. 4 Model size distributions SAP Models
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Table 1 Properties of models
Words Label occ. Nodes Edges Splits Joins Sequences Loops

SAP

Mean 2.71 1.92 20.71 20.77 2.63 2.58 2.71 0.05

SD 0.62 0.56 18.70 20.80 3.41 3.25 2.20 0.23

Skewness 0.96 1.35 2.30 2.43 2.87 2.45 1.65 3.91

Kurtosis 1.52 2.83 6.79 7.48 12.26 7.49 3.74 13.31

Synthetic

Mean 3.75 1.29 19.27 20.89 2.34 2.19 1.77 0.06

SD 0.66 0.18 18.07 21.82 2.79 2.65 1.78 0.23

Skewness 0.98 1.18 2.18 2.34 2.59 2.53 1.99 3.88

Kurtosis 4.30 5.75 6.18 7.17 9.16 8.89 5.75 13.06

Difference

Significance p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.05 p < 0.01 p < 0.01

which level. We used a t test to determine this number. The
two datasets did not have equal variance. Therefore, we used
the t test alternative for datasets with unequal variance. While
the datasets were not normally distributed, a t test could be
applied because the number of datapoints in the datasets (604
and 60,400) was large enough [3]. The table shows, in line
with the findings in Fig. 4, that there is no significant dif-
ference between the sizes of the models, neither in terms of
the number of nodes, nor in terms of the number of edges.
Also, there is no significant difference between the number
of occurrences of loops in the models. There do exist sig-
nificant differences with respect to the other properties. The
main differences exist with respect to the average number of
words per label (2.71 for the original models and 3.75 for the
generated models) and with respect to the average number of
sequences in a model (2.71 for the originals model and 1.77
for the generated models).

It is to be expected that (at least some) of the differ-
ences will increase when the size of the models increases.
Table 2 illustrates this potential effect. This table shows the
difference between the model collections in terms of mean
absolute error, for selected sizes of models: models with 0–
5 nodes, models with 6–10 nodes,… The table shows that

the difference in the number of words per label is con-
stant as the size of the model grows, while the difference
in the number of sequences appears to increase as the size
of the model grows. This also holds for the difference with
respect to the number of joins. Another striking finding is that,
while the difference in the number of edges was insignificant
between the model collections, the difference does appear to
grow.

From this evaluation, we conclude that, while there are
significant differences between properties of a generated
and those of an original model collections, the synthetic
collection also shows substantial similarity to the original
collection. Therefore, we claim that the algorithm can be
used to generate a much larger model collection that has
some properties that are similar to the collection from which
it was derived. At the same time, the collection also has dif-
ferent properties, especially with respect to the labels that
are generated. Consequently, future work on the generation
of synthetic labels is still necessary. In addition, one should
be careful when using a synthetic collection for evaluating
techniques that do advanced label analysis, while a synthetic
collection can be suitable to evaluate techniques that do basic
label analysis.
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Table 2 Differences between
properties

Model size (nodes) 0…5 5…10 10…15 15…20 20…25 25…30 30…35 35…40

Words 1.03 0.86 1.09 1.00 1.01 0.94 1.13 1.16

Label occ. 0.35 0.56 0.50 0.72 0.77 0.81 0.72 0.88

Nodes 0.85 0.22 0.33 0.32 0.11 0.07 0.20 0.14

Edges 0.86 0.31 1.52 1.11 1.93 3.02 2.48 4.15

Splits 0.09 0.12 0.03 0.12 0.29 0.15 0.55 0.13

Joins 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.09 0.23 0.80 1.45

Sequences 0.47 0.44 0.57 1.12 1.08 0.86 1.29 1.44

Loops 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.06

form of
preliminary

selected
send to

open
ticket

received
ticket

for level
provide
support

examine
problem

edit level
ticket

handle
issue level

st
answer
received

level nd st
ticket level ticket

Fig. 5 Example of a synthetic BPMN model

For the second evaluation, we ran the algorithm 100 times
with 22 BPMN models as input. In total, 2200 synthetic
BPMN models were generated in 0:08 min. Figure 5 shows
an example of a generated synthetic BPMN Model. This
example shows that reasonable process models are gener-
ated, although—as expected— the labels of the generated
models do not always make sense. The model, for example,
contains labels like ‘for level provide support’ next to labels
like ‘example problem’.

The example model was generated as follows. The gen-
eration started with the task “for level provide support”. On
the left side, a sequence of three nodes was inserted. On the
right side, a split with two parallel branches that are eventu-
ally joined was inserted. Then, a sequence with three nodes
and a sequence with two nodes were inserted to connect the
branches of the join and the split patterns.

Table 3 shows the properties of the original OMG BPMN
models and the synthetic models. The properties that were
compared in this evaluation are more detailed than the
ones that were compared in the previous evaluation (viz.
Table 1). In particular, in this evaluation, we checked whether
attributes of tasks and gateways are preserved. Table 3 shows
that the properties of the input collection and the output col-
lection are similar. In the bottom part of the table (object
and flow types), we can see that all the elements in the
BPMN models that are considered in this paper also appear
in the synthetic BPMN models in this experiment. Note that
this may not be always the case, because elements with
low occurrence rates, such as intermediate throw events and
event-based gateways in Table 3, may be absent in the syn-
thetic collection.

We also investigated the level of similarity between the
original BPMN models and the synthetic BPMN models.

To that end, we took the most similar synthetic BPMN
model for each original BPMN model and presented the
similarity between the two models (on a zero-to-one scale).
The similarity was computed using the technique described
in [30]. Table 4 shows the results. As expected, the level of
similarity between the original and the synthetic models is
low. This can be attributed to the differences between their
node labels, which play an important role when computing
similarity. The process models do have similar structures, but
quite different labels, motivating future work in the area of
automatic label generation.

The evaluation shows that the algorithms can indeed be
used to generate a much larger BPMN model collection that
has properties that are similar to the properties of the model
collection from which it is derived. In particular, it captures
the occurrence probabilities of different BPMN elements and
attributes of those elements. While the labels that are gen-
erated by the algorithm serve purposes such as evaluating
the computational performance of algorithms for process
similarity search, querying, and matching (as shown in, for
example, [31] and [33]), our evaluation also shows that more
advanced techniques for label matching (such as [28]) require
more advanced methods for label generation. This is left as
a topic for future work.

6 Related work

This section discusses related work in both the business
process model and general graph generation areas. To the
best of our knowledge, the following techniques are the only
existing techniques for generating synthetic business process
models. van Hee et al. [24] propose a technique for gener-
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Table 3 Properties of process models

Original models Synthetic models

Words and labels

Words 2.24 2.37

Label occurrences 1.75 2.25

Structures

Splits 2.27 1.51

Joins 1.55 1.54

Sequences 2.36 2.14

Loops 0.13 0.08

Object and flow types

Start event 1.55 0.93

End event 2.18 1.02

Intermediate catch event 0.55 0.76

Intermediate throw event 0.09 0.12

Boundary event 0.27 0.46

Task 2.32 2.80

User task 1.41 1.90

Send task 0.82 0.10

Call activity 0.17 0.32

Script task 0.27 0.20

Manual task 1.23 1.39

Service task 0.14 0.06

Receive task 0.18 0.14

Subprocess 0.55 0.76

Event-based gateway 0.09 0.03

Exclusive gateway 1.64 1.58

Parallel gateway 0.73 0.91

Inclusive gateway 0.09 0.05

Overall (event,
activity, and
gateway)

14.14 13.53

Sequence flow 14.0 13.86

ating synthetic Petri nets based on a given process model
collection. Their technique focuses on structure and does
not consider activity labels, labeling activities with codes
to distinguish them from each other instead. Also, since the
technique focuses on generating Petri nets, it only consid-
ers two types of nodes (places and transitions), while our
technique considers more types of nodes, such as user tasks,
manual tasks, event-based gateways, and boundary events.
Jin et al. [10] also propose a technique for generating a col-
lection of Petri nets. They do not provide detailed information
about the model generation and only basic information about
the generated Petri nets (the number of places, transitions,
arcs, and labels).

This paper is an extension version of previous work [32].
The contribution to this paper compared to previous work is
that more semantic information is extracted from the original
collection of models and added to the generated models.

Table 4 Similarity of process models

Original model Most similar syn-
thetic model

Similarity

1 42 0.34

2 42 0.34

3 163 0.35

4 159 0.53

5 203 0.44

6 157 0.61

7 159 0.53

8 42 0.34

9 98 0.35

10 144 0.34

11 160 0.30

12 177 0.37

13 177 0.37

14 160 0.37

15 42 0.34

16 42 0.44

17 42 0.34

18 42 0.34

19 10 0.35

20 59 0.35

21 40 0.34

22 190 0.35

Process mining techniques can discover Petri nets [23]
and BPMN models [5] from event logs. However, process
mining has a different goal, focusing on the generation of
accurate models from logs rather than synthetic models from
other models.

Model synthesis is studied in different areas, including
model transformation synthesis [15] and behavioral model
synthesis [11]. Of particular interest is graph synthesis,
as our technique is a specific form of graph synthesis.
In the area of graph synthesis, Kuramochi et al. [14]
generate graphs by inserting fragments into a synthetic
graph. Chakrabarti et al. [4] provide tools to generate
both random and power-law graphs. Akoglu et al. [1] pro-
pose a recursive model to generate realistic graphs. More
graph generation techniques are summarized in the sur-
vey paper by Bader et al. [2]. Our technique is based on
Kuramochi et al. [14] and extends their work with busi-
ness process specific properties. In particular, it considers
the proper joining of process paths, label generation, and
attributes of events and tasks.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a technique for generating large collec-
tions of synthetic BPMN process models that have similar
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properties to real-life process model collections. The proper-
ties that are considered include the size of the process models
in the collection, the number of common workflow patterns
(sequences, splits, joins, and loops) that appear in the collec-
tion, words in the labels of tasks and events, co-occurrence of
words, and types of nodes and edges (e.g., start events, user
tasks, and default flows). The generated collections can be
used for the evaluation of algorithms that are developed for
large collections of business process models, such as algo-
rithms for process similarity search, process querying, and
process matching.

The evaluation shows that the algorithms can indeed be
used to generate a much larger model synthetic collection
that has properties that are similar to the model collection
from which it is derived. At the same time, the synthetic col-
lection also has properties that are different, especially with
respect to the labels that are generated. Consequently, one
should only use synthetic collections that are generated with
our algorithm for purposes for which they are suitable. We
claim that, based on our evaluation, synthetic process model
collections are suitable for analyzing the computational com-
plexity of many different algorithms, such as algorithms
for process similarity search [10,12,30], process query-
ing [22,31], and process matching [18,26,27,33]. However,
they should not be used in the qualitative evaluation of algo-
rithms that consider label properties that go beyond simple
bags of words [20,28].

The techniques presented in this paper can be improved
in several ways in future work. First, the labels generated in
this paper are essentially bags of words, constructed from
words that appear in the labels of the original models. In
addition, our evaluation shows that the labels that are gen-
erated by our algorithm still differ significantly from the
labels of the process model collection from which they are
derived. Therefore, more advanced ways to generate labels
can be considered in future work. Second, the algorithm can
be improved by considering other techniques for generation.
In particular, model generation could be improved by using
the refined process structure tree (RPST) [25] and gener-
ating a model in terms of the frequency of occurrence of
RPST components. This can both help to improve the perfor-
mance of our algorithm and the matching of splits and joins,
although the generation of joins will still be a challenge for
rigid RPST components. Third, the technique in this paper
mainly focuses on labels, control flows, and node and edge
types. However, process models often contain more infor-
mation, such as resources and data, which are also useful for
detecting differences between models. The technique can be
extended to cover these other aspects. Fourth, only a subset
of BPMN elements are considered by our technique. This
subset can still be extended. In the future, we could consider
collaborations, message flows, and activity markers, such as
the loop and the sequential multi-instance markers. Finally,

properties of the execution semantics of the synthetic BPMN
models are not preserved by our technique, although these
properties are also important in the evaluation of some algo-
rithms [19]. Therefore, this aspect can be considered in future
work.
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